
June 18-19, 2019 
The Marriott Marquis Hotel,  
Washington, DC, USA

Neuroscience tells us that the vast majority of our decisions, 
including consumer decisions, are made unconsciously; 
yet, market research predominantly focuses on conscious 
consumer thinking and rational decision-making processes.

In order to be able to influence and predict consumers’ 
behavior, it is important to understand what truly drives 
them on a non-conscious level. 

During this workshop you will: 

B Understand what we mean by a non-conscious need

B Undertake some interactive activities to think about 
your own needs to illustrate the example and enhance 
your understanding of the above

B Reveal how those needs shape and impact customer 
decisions, engagement and commitment

B Evaluate what you know about customer behavior 
and what encourages loyalty

On our side, we will:

B Demonstrate how the hidden needs trigger loyalty more 
potently through creating emotional relevance

B Reveal (with help of audience exercises on cognitive bias) 
how the brain devotes most of its energy to emotional 
rather than factual information (price, data amount etc.)

B Help the audience build better strategies to engage 
customers on the psychological dimensions, which have 
been proven to have a stronger influence on customers

Within the workshop, you will also talk about segmentation 
and be introduced to Neopic, an online test that was 
developed by Innovationbubble and that helps us 
understand and identify customer’s needs.

Your workshop facilitator:

Marija Bojic, Psychologist, Innovationbubble

Afternoon Workshop Conference Day Two  
(June 19th) 

16:00-17:30

*must register in advance, limited spaces available*

EMOTIONAL EXPERIENCES SELL MORE THAN DATA ALLOWANCES:  
HOW WILL UNDERSTANDING THE PSYCHOLOGICAL NEEDS OF YOU CUSTOMERS 
ATTRACT AND KEEP MORE CUSTOMERS THAN DATA OR PRICE PACKAGES?
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Conference Day One June 18th, 2019

08:00 REGISTRATION AND WELCOME COFFEE

08:45 IQPC WELCOME & CHAIR INTRODUCTION 
Taya Prokopenko, Conference Director, IQPC

09:00 CHAIR’S WELCOME & ICE-BREAKER 
Ingrid Lindberg, Founder & Chief Experience Officer, Chief Customer

09:30 HOW DO YOU DISRUPT THE MARKET WITH A CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE OFFERING?
A story of a company set out on a mission to disrupt the $270 Billion Sports industry by building a deep 
understanding of their customers’ needs and a deep connection with their customer base. Stay put and be ready to 
draw the links with the telecoms industry, helping you to deliver breakthrough marketing and incredible experiences.
B How to carefully consider your options on what your digital design will look like and turn them into a strategy? 
B What does a customer centric product development lifecycle look like?  
B How can you differentiate your brand in the age of overused personalization?
Nic Vu, CEO, Snapbac

10:00 ENABLING A CONSISTENTLY SEAMLESS CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE THROUGH BUSINESS PROCESS DESIGN
There are numerous reasons for why integrating infrastructure to generate a seamless, omnichannel experience 
is difficult. Soaring customer expectations, resource constraints, ecosystem complexity, and legacy systems – you 
name them… CSPs are seeking guidance on strategy, infrastructure and application design, as well as the execution 
to make the omnichannel vision a reality. So what does it actually take to make it happen?
Join this session to hear a tried and tested strategy to develop a unified infrastructure to achieve a competitive 
advantage, cost savings, operational agility, and increase value to the customer.
B Overcoming inflexible legacy systems to allow for better customer flows 
B Enabling consistent communication through digital and physical channels by building a single source of 
 customer insight 
B Understanding the importance of defining and upholding operating principles 
Kevin Rhatigan, VP, Strategic Process Engineering & Delivery, Comcast

10:30 PUTTING CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE AT THE HEART OF NEXT-GENERATION OPERATING MODELS
In this digital economy, consumers have been empowered to demand sophisticated interactions across multiple 
channels from their service providers. Service providers in turn need to align their technology and business 
models to more effectively engage these digital customers and meet their demands. Re-shaping the enterprise 
using next-generation operating models can achieve value while enabling customer journey optimization.
B What it takes to deliver breakthrough customer experiences through digital reshaping  
B What, and how much companies can achieve by redesigning customer journeys 
B Measuring customer satisfaction to understand what really important and correlating value shareholder returns
Rick Kapani, CEO, Apptium Technologies

11:00 MORNING BREAK

11:30 OPERATING AS A PART OF A WIDER ECOSYSTEM
Providing you with an interesting perspective from a business, which operates right at the heart of international 
retail to consumer interactions, working with the likes of Chanel, Gucci, Armani, Hugo Boss and many others to 
facilitate tax free spending. With 18 years of experience in the telco industry, David shares practical techniques  
on customer centric design:
B Integrating the key components of your ecosystem into your product: adding a touch of luxury to the mundane 
B Simplifying the complex: focusing on what will make the greatest impact on experience 
B A surprising way for telcos to facilitate consumer education in the mPayment age: using a mobile device and 

network connection to help your customers save money
David Perrotta, Group Head of Customer Experience & Managing Director, UK, Planet
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12:00 GROUP ACTIVITY 
CX GREENFIELD CRASH COURSE
Step back from the burdens of complex environments and legacy systems for just a moment and give yourself 
space to create – imagine you are launching a customer centric telco from scratch. In groups, explore, which 
guidance, the points below:
B Define a financial driver and a CX value proposition 
B Create an exciting vision 
B Develop disciplines and standards 
B Design measurements with real impact 
B Empower and hold your team accountable
Bring yourself back to reality and ask yourself – “What would I do differently, if I could?” Would you do anything 
differently now? What would it take? You will feed back on your discussion and share your ideas with the audience 
in your table groups. 
Facilitated by Alex Bauman, Chief Experience Officer, dotmobile by Data on Tap

12:30 ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION SESSIONS*
*Please select one from the below

Conference Day One

13:15 NETWORKING LUNCH

14:15 TRANSFORMING CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT: MOVING BEYOND APP PUSH NOTIFICATIONS AND PUSH SMS
What if you could achieve a customer response rate 20X greater than push SMS or app push notifications? What if 
you could communicate with 100% of your customers, on all mobile devices, without requiring a mobile application? 
Join Christopher for insight into the immense advantages of using universal, interactive user engagement channels 
for mobile operators to drive VAS, advertising and core revenues from network events and user behaviors.
Christopher DeGrace, VP, Products and Alliances, OnePIN

14:35 PANEL DISCUSSION 
WHAT’S THE BEST WAY TO TRAIN YOUR AI?
Automation has the potential to handle 75% of customer support inquiries within the next five years, but most 
companies are stumbling out of the gate as smart bots are proving to be not so smart. With AI failing to provide 
an optimal customer experience due to outdated content, poor signal, lack of empathy, among other issues,  
we’ll explore how we can better train conversational AI:
B What are the primary pain points today in implementing AI to successfully and efficiently address 
 customer inquiries? 
B How can you leverage the expertise of your customers to train machine learning systems and improve CX? 
B How can you leverage AI and automation to drive higher CSAT while also reducing cost?
In this session, we’ll discuss how to provide a better customer experience, while also modernizing your 
workforce in the age of automation. 
Panel moderator: Mike de la Cruz, Chief Business Officer, Directly 
Kyle Fox, Director, Care Frontline Readiness, T-Mobile 
Bernard Szederkenyi, VP, Customer Experience & Digital Evolution, Koodo Mobile 
Sandeep Shashikant, Principal Consultant, Frontier Communications

June 18th, 2019

A B C D
“Activating” your  
customer

Simplifying customer  
interactions

Promoting customer  
trust

VoE as a CX driver
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15:20 DRIVING EBITDA GROWTH THROUGH REFRAMING THE CUSTOMER SERVICE MODEL     
Koodo Mobile has remained an industry leader in the wireless category, backed by multiple J .D. Power wins over the 
last 10 years. A distinct approach to customer experience, centered around ‘design thinking’ principles is at the heart 
of the success. 
Learn how you can adopt some of these insights for your business strategy and transform your customer interactions 
to a new future-proof digital model, maximising customer satisfaction and loyalty.
B Leverage AI, tech innovation and customer centricity for a win-win outcome 
B Changing the paradigm of the traditional support model 
B Using behavioral psychology in defining CX strategy
Bernard Szederkenyi, Head of Customer Experience & Digital Evolution, Koodo Mobile

15:50 TURNING CUSTOMER DATA INTO A REVENUE-GENERATING ASSET — A CASE STUDY
A large multinational telecom was struggling with high customer churn rates, an ineffective sales process, and 
declining NPS® scores. The company turned to its data to better understand customer behavior and use customer 
insights to develop targeted retention and sales programs. These efforts led to significant improvements in customer 
save rates, NPS, and product upsell conversions. 
Join this session to learn how this telecom:  
B Overcame challenges caused by decentralized processes and fragmented source systems to create a single 
 view of the customer 
B Uncovered insights in its data to shape which retention, sales, and CX initiatives to prioritize 
B Created and implemented a CX roadmap that aligned the organization around the customer and drove 

improvements in key business metrics
Jakub Jez, Co-founder & CEO, Centiram

16:10 AFTERNOON BREAK

16:40 ENHANCING THE DIGITAL BILLING EXPERIENCE
This session will explore the challenges faced by B2C & B2B CSPs to leverage and consolidate multiple billing 
platforms to deliver a self-serve billing portal, enhanced by the complexity of interconnected devices. You will walk 
out with a better understanding on how to:
B Deliverer centralized visibility and unified billing communications across fixed, mobile, data, hosted ICT etc. 
B Subscriber Data Intelligence & Customer Centric Observations 
B Simplify billing comms to significantly enhance the customer experience and reduce customer care costs
Jim Seigler, VP, Sales, Americas, Soft-ex

17:00 CREATING A CUSTOMER CENTRIC DIGITAL ECOSYSTEM
The staggering success of customer centric, platform-based digital businesses is a resounding endorsement of  
what customers value the most – speed, convenience, simplicity and great prices. Creating a digital ecosystem  
that facilitates the above should happen at the outset of your business’ strategic planning process, to enable you 
to integrate it throughout your customer experience strategy, which is impossible for long-standing telcos. 
This thought-provoking session will dive into how you can rebuild your CEM ecosystem to be more customer centric. 
Algis Akstinas, CEO, dotmobile by Data on Tap

17:30 CLOSING DAY ONE REMARKS
Ingrid Lindberg, Founder & Chief Experience Officer, Chief Customer

Conference Day One

17:45 
EVENING DRINKS RECEPTION
We invite you to sit back, relax and network with your peers to reflect on the day’s learning

June 18th, 2019
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08:00 REGISTRATION AND NETWORKING COFFEE

09:00 DAY TWO OPENING REMARKS 
Ingrid Lindberg, Founder & Chief Experience Officer, Chief Customer

09:15 DESIGNING FOR OMNICHANNEL IN THE 5G WORLD 
With consumers waiting with anticipation and operators working head on to roll out 5G, we are all looking forward 
to what possibilities this technology will bring to operators and daily consumer lives. How do we tie 5G into our 
existing E2E customer journey: starting with customers learning about a product or feature through the ordering 
experience, set up and on-boarding, to account, care and support?  
This session will cover: 
B Keeping the customer engaged with personalized experiences and guiding them with the best 
 possible information 
B Connecting the dots for your customers at every possible touch point in an even more data heavy environment 
B Designing with customer transparency front of mind
Julia Murphy, Head of Interaction Design, Verizon

09:45 UNLOCKING THE ART OF PRODUCT RENOVATION THROUGH DATA LIQUIDITY 
In this inspiring talk, you will hear how Sprint was able to take the ordinary and turn it into extraordinary from  
the seemingly obvious. Curious yet? Transform your thinking around product positioning and get smarter about 
keeping your pulse on your customers’ needs, in real time.
Robert will discuss: 
B Why “customer first” is more than lip service 
B How do avoid risks and maximize returns 
B And the real steps anyone can take to transform an existing product into a better “new” one
Robert Hackl, SVP, Handset Business, Leasing and Insurance, Sprint

10:30 ASK THE EXPERT SESSION 
“CX TECH IMPLEMENTATION: THE DEVIL IS IN THE DETAIL” 
with 
Kevin O’Brien, VP, Application Development, Comcast
Implementing, moving, and using a new technology involves a lot of work with many decisions to make. 
What is the best place to start? When should you seek help? How do you recover from a failure?
We asked Kevin O’Brien to share a list of CX tech implementation best practices and standards adopted 
through the process. The rest is in your hands with the open floor for questions!

11:00 MORNING BREAK

11:30 BECOMING A CUSTOMER-OBSESSED ORGANIZATION
In a fast-paced, hyper-connected world, your customers expect to enjoy the same experience they have become 
accustomed to by the big digital players. But delivering a purely digital experience starts with a journey whose 
strategy must focus equally on the front and back ends. In this session, we will explore what ‘digital experience’  
really means and provide tips for assessing how your market peers’ progress along this journey compares  
with your own.
Shiri Yitzhaki, Product Marketing Manager, Amdocs Optima

12:00 NETWORK INNOVATION AND 5G FROM PUBLIC POLICY PERSPECTIVE 
This session will address network innovation and data security from a perspective of constituents, rather than 
consumers. How is the state safeguarding the public and driving security in the CX lifecycle, given the rising 
concerns? Should the government exert more pressure on technology firms that pose concerns? How do we 
encourage the once vibrant ecosystem of American companies that formerly went toe-to-toe with the likes  
of Nokia and Ericsson? Find out more about:
B Current plans and initiatives around constituents’ data protection 
B A word of advice for telco providers on what to be mindful of in the near future 
B And finally, how operators can work with the state to ensure their customers’ security comes first
Gerry Connolly, Congressman, US House of Representatives (D-VA 11th District)

Conference Day Two June 19th, 2019
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12:30 INTERVIEW 
HOW DO WE MAINTAIN TRUST AND INTEGRITY AS PILLARS OF OUR CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS? 
with 
Prasad Margasahayam, CIO, Hughes Networks
Developing a plan that prioritizes use cases and builds a single source of customer insights for these use cases 
is one of the most critical and ambitious goals for operators nowadays. With the rise of cloud platforms, many 
cases of personalization “going wrong” and media scandals of customer data misuse, consumers are growing 
sceptical of relationships with brands.
According to Deloitte’s 2018 Digital Media Trends Survey, 73% of all US consumers indicated they were concerned 
about sharing their personal data online and the potential for identify theft. In addition, 69% believe companies  
are not doing everything they can to protect consumers’ personal data. However, 73% said they would be more 
comfortable sharing their data if they had some visibility and control.
Join this interview for expert insight on how we can make telecoms regain their integrity and increase customer  
trust in the world driven by data. The questions we will explore will cover: Increasing customer visibility over their 
data, giving customers more control over their data, demonstrating returns of harnessing customer data, any other 
methods to increase transparency
Interviewed by: Ingrid Lindberg, Founder & Chief Experience Officer, Chief Customer

13:15 NETWORKING LUNCH

14:15 DEVELOPING A NEW AGILE MODEL FOR CX TO DRIVE ENTERPRISE THROUGHPUT
A case study, delivered from two complimenting perspectives on how to revamp your CX model to enable rapid 
development and deployment of large scale, distributed, high availability products, services and solutions.  
Brian and Imran will share how they drive their teams through product launches efficiently and manage the 
complex customer management ecosystem.  Some of the key things you will learn include tips on:
B Encouraging faster decision making and responsiveness 
B Governance policies to fuel CX initiatives consistently through the organization 
B Reviewing CX metrics and KPIs 
B Setting operational standards 
Brian Lloyd, Head of Digital Technology & Applications, Freedom Mobile 
Imran Shaikh, Director, PMO and Planning, Freedom Mobile

14:45 DRIVING THE CX CULTURE AND THE PARADIGM SHIFT 
Collaboration amongst your employees, and between departments, is the single biggest enabler of customer 
satisfaction, or dis-satisfaction. A lack of effective collaboration is easily visible to the customer. It shows up in the 
transaction itself (being passed around from department to department on the phone), in your customer surveys 
(“the right hand doesn’t know what the left hand is doing”), and in your internal NPS surveys.
This closing keynote will help you to establish the following key elements of CX success within your teams and 
get your people aligned in the same direction, empowered by the same ideal journey vision, before you tackle  
the discrete customer issues:
B Leadership buy-in 
B Shared business objectives 
B Shared performance measures 
B Full understanding of other departments’ role in CX
Ron Rout, SVP, Enterprise Operations, Rogers Communications

15:15 CHAIR’S REFLECTIONS AND CLOSING REMARKS 
Ingrid Lindberg, Founder & Chief Experience Officer, Chief Customer 
Taya Prokopenko, Conference Director, IQPC

15:30 END OF MAIN CONFERENCE

16:00 - 17:30 AFTERNOON WORKSHOP (see page 1 for details)

Conference Day Two June 19th, 2019
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